
Kindix is a top-of-the-line School management system, that helps to 
manage day-to-day school activities effectively. using one amicable and 
simple system. 
Kindix is the formation of creative technology and deep educational 
understanding. it was developed out of a wide pedagogical system per-
ception and presents a plethora of advanced management tools for 
schools.

Leading schools for smart and efficient management
The app every school needs

Everyone Is Connected



Why Choose Kindix?

Smart
We use AI methods to present new pedagogical insights to 
the management, making it extremely easy to 
understand where specific students or classes are heading

Simple
In order to Improve technological literacy and encourage 
regular use of the system and increase the involvement 
of the teaching staff in the management process at the 
school, the system must be very easy and intuitive to 
use, and that’s how we built it.

Tailormade
The system can be adapted easily to any school 
configuration and need

Around-the-clock Support
Support is available around-the-clock by our expert and 
experienced agents ready to assist you in any way they 
can.

Smart. Simple. Tailormade



Kindix is in HolonIQ's inaugural list of the 50 most promising EdTech 

startups

Leading the market.  Moving towards our vision.



One App. Dozens of modules. Limitless Insight.
Kindix delivers all the features your school needs with ease of use.

Manage Enrollment, Students, Teachers, Classes, Groups, 
Contacts, and all school entities

Core

Easily mark the attendance, Disciplinary module, and 
Lesson agenda.

Ecount

Evaluating the student’s personality attributes, skills, and 
behaviors. Facilitates quick and clear reports on candidate 
results and progress. Create a digital report card and 
automated grade calculation.

Eval

Creating a timetable. Do classroom allocation, subject
 allocation to teachers, and manage teachers' Absence.

Start

Stats

Advanced educational data analysis and detailed 
Pedagogical reports and insights



One App. Dozens of modules. Limitless Insight.
Kindix delivers all the features your school needs with ease of use.

Send a bulk SMS and email message to parents. Message 
Templates, Schedule Message. 

Serv

Automatic fee collection calculates tax on the types of fee 
transactions. Imply fine on late fees, add instant discounts, 
and monitor fee defaulters.

Fees &
Payment

Easily creates your online presence. Our website builder gives 
you the power to create a stunning school website.  Choose 
from one of our professionally designed themes to get 
started. Add your own content, images, and colors to create a 
unique website for your school.

Site

Switch to paperless forms. Boost school efficiency with 
engaging online forms you can customize, integrate, and 
embed anywhere. Build, design, and prepare forms in no time, 
send them for signature and track the whole process.

Forms



One App. Dozens of modules. Limitless Insight.
Kindix delivers all the features your school needs with ease of use.

Turn your TV screen into a school’s messaging board. Display 
any type of content (media, images, school schedule, birthday 
messages) on your screens quickly and easily!

communicate with parents with a friendly and dedicated app 
that keeps them updated every time. Delivery of student 
reports, student performance, and learning 
recommendations.

Parents

Keep an online learning process after school. Encourage 
self-learning.  Deliver online courses, and homework, and also 
create forums and discussion groups.Vclass

Smart 
Screen



Start making data-driven decisions.

Kindix utilizes innovative data mining and AI approaches that track students' 
data, explore their skills, strengths, and weaknesses, and provide each 
student with a self-development plan. The system builds a rich social and 
pedagogical profile and predicts students' pedagogical performance and 
dropout.

Empower Data-Driven Teaching and Learning Throughout Your School



How does it work?

Who's Using Kindix ?
300+ Schools Trust Kindix, And So Should You! 

7,500

75,000

312
Schools Teachers

Students

Kindix is a cloud-based system, no need to install anything,  only a PC, tablet, 
or mobile with internet connectivity. And if you need help, we have 24x7 
support, so use it . 

Very simple - we are with you all the way. 



Email
sales@kindix.me

Phone Number
Mobile: +972 052-3723238

Website
kindix.tech

Get in touch with us


